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UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES WITH 
THE  TOOLKRUG

The tool is intended for use by 
rescuers, police and military.

If your mission is to save people and 
fight crime, the  tool is created KRUG  
especially for you!

The KRUG tool allows:
• to crack doors;
• to open windows;
• to cut bars, chains and locks;
• to perform lifting and moving 

operations.

OVERCOME OBSTACLES 
WITH THE  TOOL!KRUG
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 

TOOLFOR POLICE, SPECIAL FORCES AND 
RESCUERS

The tool is an KRUG 
indispensable assistant to 
rescuers during operations 
to eliminate fires, 
accidents, catastrophes 
and road accidents.

The  tool is KRUG
indispensable for the police 
and special purpose structures 
that respond to emergencies 
with the rescue of hostages 
and the detention of suspects.

WITH THE  TOOL, ANY KRUG
MISSION WILL BE 

COMPLETED!
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Conflict zones are unpredictable.
Artillery and bombing can destroy buildings.
Rescue of civilians and fellow soldiers from the rubble becomes 
possible easily and quickly with the !KRUG tool

Working with the  tool does not require the use of KRUG
electricity, chargers and gasoline.

THE KRUG TOOL WILL NOT FAIL!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 
TOOL FOR THE ARMED FORCES
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Universal nozzles "Cutters" 
can be used for cutting 
• chains;
• locks, grilles, fittings;
• wires, barbed wire;
• pedals and head restraints 

of cars in road accidents;
• autopsies of aircraft 

fuselages in emergency 
situations..

Universal nozzles "Spreader" 
can be used for:
• opening doors in buildings 

and cars;
• opening windows;
• lifting and moving heavy 

loads.

* “Spreader” can be used as a 
car jack inthe field.  

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 

TOOLMULTIFUNCTIONALITY IN 
ONE TOOL

KRUG-1: rescue tool with 6 replaceable nozzles
KRUG-2: rescue tool with 2 replaceable nozzles



Technical parameters 
2Nominal pressure, MPa (kgf/cm ) 

3Hydraulicfluid volume,cm   

Ambient temperature range, °C -45 до +80

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm 94х520х155

Weight, kg 4,7
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Since 2004, the KRUG has been in service with the Ministry 
of Emergency Situations of the Russian Federation.

The power module includes:
• a pump with a manual drive (provides the 

necessary pressure);
• one-way hydraulic cylinder (ensures reliable 

operation, in a position convenient for the 
operator, quick return of the working nozzles to 
the starting position). *The built-in pump is filled with hydraulic fluid.

*For ease of operation, the power module is equipped with a 
shoulder strap.

+ Patented bayonet connection (nozzle change no more than 3 seconds).
+ Great addition to the already existing rescue tool.
+ Easy to transport, carry and store.
+ Ideal for amphibious, underwater, diving operations and work with an autonomous 
breathing apparatus.
+ Ideal for silent operations.
+ Ideal for various applications: from forceful penetration to the liberation of people.
+ Ideal for use in confined spaces, in narrow corridors, under rubble, in any cramped 
conditions.
+ Fully autonomous, does not require chargers, electricity or gasoline.

KRUG-1S. 5 REPLACEABLE NOZZLES 
KRUG-AM. 6 REPLACEABLE NOZZLES 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 
TOOL

The manual universal hydraulic kit 
(KRUG) is designed for emergency 
rescue, repair and construction, 
installation and dismantling, as well 
as special works.

Advantages:

KRUG-1
Power Module

Power module of the KRUG-1 with nozzles



LARGE SPREADER RB-310

SMALL SPREADER R-120

ANGULAR SPREADER RU-120

3,3 (32,3)
120

68х213х195
4
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The Large Spreader RB-310 is designed to widen gaps and deform various 
structures, move and lift loads, open doors of vehicles, buildings and 
windows.

The special shape of the levers allows you to move, lift and push apartvarious 
objects with a slight gap between the support and the load providing a lot of 
effort. The Small Spreader R-120 is used for lifting heavy loads, opening car 
doors, doors and windows of buildings, having a high load capacity in a compact 
design. The surface does not allow the load to slide.

The angular design is preferred when performing specific operations in hard-to-
reach places and limited space. The impact surface permit  to hammer the 
spreader  with a sledgehammer or hammer into a minimum gap. The Angular 
Spreader RU-120 is used for lifting heavy loads, opening car doors, doors and 
windows of buildings, having a high load capacity in a compact design.

Spreading Force, tnf (kN)  

Spreading Distance, mm  

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Spreading Force, tnf (kN)  

Spreading Distance, mm  

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Spreading Force, tnf (kN)  

Spreading Distance, mm  

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 



SCISSORS TYPE CUTTER N-16

20 (196)

4,8
166х325х100

CUTTER К-16

11,5 (113)
Max. Diameter of Cutting Material, mm 16
Max. Cutting Opening, mm 25

200
45х194х70

1,9

METAL SHEET CUTTER NL-5

Характеристики 

Thickness of Cutting Material, mm  5
156

Cutting Length in one stroke, mm 50

3,1
53,5х208х144

Характеристики 

16

200

Характеристики Характеристики Характеристики 
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The Metal Sheet Cutter NL-5 is used as a cutting tool, providing greater cutting force. The 
nozzle is designed for cutting metal sheets.

Like wire cutters, the Scissors Type Cutter N-16 is used as a cutting tool, providing a greater 
cutting force. The scissors are designed for cutting metal bars, rebar, wire, etc. The lightweight 
and compact design is suitable for use in a confined space.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 
TOOL

Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 

The Cutter K-16 cuts bolts, locks, round steel, fittings, chains, pipes, wires, barbed wire, etc. 
The compact design permits to use the tool in a limited space providing high cutting capacity.

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Cutting Force, tnf (kN)  

Max. Hardness of Cutting Material, HB

Cutting Force, tnf (kN)  

Max. Diameter of Cutting Material, mm 

Max. Hardness of Cutting Material, HB

3Max. Hardness of Cutting Material, HB



4,8

166х325х100
Характеристики Характеристики Характеристики 

KRUG-1S Tool Accessories  

Device for Wagon Moving (NSV)

К-270

У-140
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Technical parameters 
Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Weight, kg Weight, kg Model Denomination 

NSV serves as a support for the lever when 
moving the wagons with a Large Spreader 
(RB-310).

At the request of the customer, the KRUG-1S 
can be equipped with a mechanical wedge 
К-270 and a lengthening handle U-140.

The Wedge permit to expand the small gaps between obstacles. 
The Lighthening Handle makes it possible, if necessary, to hold the KRUG in a more comfortable 
position.

U-140
K-270 Wedge

Handle

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 

TOOL



1. The unique patented bayonet 
connection allows to change the working 
nozzle in a matter of seconds.

The nozzles are connected to the 
module by means of a bayonet 
connection and can be fixed in 4 
working positions.

Changing the Working Position 
of the Nozzle

2. To rotate and fix the nozzle inone of 
the 4 working positions, press the 
pushbutton located at the junction of 
the module with the nozzle.

3. After pressing the , the pushbutton
nozzle is rotated around its axis.
The  is released, and the pushbutton
nozzle continues to rotate until it clicks.  

4. After clicking, the nozzle is fixed in 
the new position. The tool is ready to 
work.
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Advantages:

29 (284)

Max. Spreading Force (on the end of 
the levers), tnf (kN) 4,2 (41,2)

5,2

Spreading Distance, mm 300

20

191х912х243

15
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KRUG-2M. Multifunctional 
Emergency Rescue Tool

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 

TOOL

More power, more opportunity!

The tool is used for lifting heavy loads, opening cars, doors and 
windows of buildings, gates, cutting chain, locks and metal bars. In 
the field, the KRUG-2M can be used as a hydraulic jack to replace the 
wheel on the car. The nozzles are equipped with a special surface that 
prevent clipping.

Technical parameters 
Cutting Force, tnf (kN)  

Max. Squieezing Force (on the end of 
the levers), tnf (kN)

Max. Diameter of Cutting Material, mm 

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 



Advantages:

Power module of the KRUG-2S with nozzles

Technical data 
700

230

-45 до +80

191х549х221

7,6

Replaceable nozzles on p. 15
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 
TOOL KRUG- S.  REPLACEABLE NOZZLES2 2  

The KRUG-2S kit is designed for 
emergency rescue and installation and 
dismantling operations. For the prompt 
execution of various works in hard-to-
reach places, the tool is equipped with 
two quick-release nozzles:
R-300 - combined nozzle; 
N-20 - cutter.

+ Patented bayonet connection (nozzle change no more than 3 seconds).
+ Fully autonomous, does not require chargers, electricity or gasoline.
+ Has a full range of functional characteristics (cutting, tightening, moving, 
lifting, unclenching).
+ Easy to transport, carry and store.
+ Ideal for silent operations and using in confined spaces.
+ Ideal for rescue operations in case of road accidents.
+ Ideal for equipping rescue helicopters, patrol cars, special forces vehicles, 
special military vehicles.
+ High operational life of knives due to the manufacture of high-strength 
steel.

KRUG-2S
Power Module

Technical parameters 
2Nominal pressure, MPa (kgf/cm ) 

3Hydraulicfluid volume,cm   

Ambient temperature range, °C

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 



+ Patented bayonet connection (nozzle change no more than 3 seconds).
High quality materials and simple design ensure reliable and efficient + 

operation of the tool for a long time without special maintenance.
 Has a full range of functional characteristics (cutting, tightening, moving, +

lifting, unclenching).
 Ideal for rescue work.+

+ High operational life of knives due to the manufacture of high-strength steel.
+ Powered by a gasoline pumping station.

Advantages:

The KRUG-2VS kit is designed for 
emergency rescue and installation and 
dismantling operations. 
The replaceable nozzles R-300 and N-20 
included in the kit can be installed in four 
different positions relative to the axis of the 
power module, which ensures ease of 
operation in any situation.

The KRUG-2VS tool with R-300, 
NBR-KRUG2 pumping station and KUK-1 extension coil

KRUG-2VS

Technical data 
70 (714)

200

Angle of rotation of the control valve handle
0±45

6,4

175

Dimensions (with scissors nozzles / with combined 
nozzles), (BxLxH), mm — 184x589x248/184x669x248

0Ambient temperature range, C — from -45 to +80
Weight, kg, max:
with a scissor nozzles - 12.9
with a combined nozzle — 14.3
Number of fixed nozzle positions - 4
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Power Module

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 

TOOL
KRUG-2VS.  REPLACEABLE NOZZLES2  

Replaceable nozzles on p. 15

Technical parameters 
2Nominal pressure, MPa (kgf/cm ) 

3Hydraulicfluid volume,cm   

3Volume for filling cavities,cm   

Weight, kg 



PUMPING STATION NBR-KRUG2

The NBR series station is designed to carry out 
work in the absence of energy.
The pump is rotated by a four-fold air-cooled 
gasoline engine. The station has an unloading 
crane for the possibility of starting, warming up, 
diagnostics without connecting hoses and 
tools.
Due to the parts made of high-strength aviation 
aluminum, the station weighs less than 
analogues of other manufacturers.

70 (700)

Engine power, kW 1,2

Pump capacity at 16 MPa, l/min 2,0

1,5

375х420х324
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 EXTENSION COIL KUK-1
For NBR-KRUG2 station

Technical data 
Length of One Hose, м 3,5,10,15
Number of Hoses On One Reel  

Pressure, pc. 1

Drain, pc. 1

420x320x500

Weight of the product with working fluid 
(10 m), kg 7,5

*3,5,10,15 meters
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Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 

2Nominal pressure, MPa (kgf/cm ) 

3Hydraulicfluid volume,cm   

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Weight, kg 



Характеристики 

CUTTER N-20

Характеристики 

29 (284)

150

30

6,5

107х333х210

The Combined Nozzle R-300 can cut chains, locks, fittings, wire, ropes, wires, steel and 
copper pipes. The nozzle permits to open car, doors and windows of buildings and cars in the 
event of an emergency. Its function is to move, push and lift various objects with a slight gap 
between the support and the load. This nozzle is 2 in 1, it works in two directions - cutter-
unclench, tightening-lifting.
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The Cutter N-20 is used as a cutting tool. Due to the U-shaped blades, it permits you to grasp, 
clamp and begin to tighten the material being cut to the axis of the blades, where the force is 
much greater than at the ends of the blades. As a result, the cutting efficiency increases. Its 
function is cutting metal bars, car racks, steering columns of the car, etc.

7,9

22

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
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TOOL
COMBINED NOZZLE R-300

Technical parameters 

Technical parameters 

Max. Diameter of Cutting Material, mm 

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 

Cutting Force, tnf (kN)  

Max. Hardness of Cutting Material, HB

Max. Spreading Force (on the end of the 
levers), tnf (kN)

Max. Squieezing Force (on the end of the 
levers), tnf (kN)

Spreading Distance, mm

Cutting Force, tnf (kN)  

Max. Cutting Opening, mm

Max. Diameter of Cutting Material, mm 

Dimensions (BxLxH), mm

Weight, kg 



WHY DO YOU NEED THE  TOOL?KRUG

KRUG tool1.  The KRUG is six-in-one multitool. When you purchase the , you get 
up to six rescue tools in one, at a more attractive price.

2. LIGHT WEIGHT AND COMPACTNESS
Every person participating in a rescue or special operation has a large amount 
of heavy equipment with him, so the company  has created a ENERPRED
lightweight and compact rescue tool. High physical strength is not required to 
use the  . The complete set of the  allows a civilian to work KRUG tool KRUG tool
with the tool without special physical training.

3.  FUNCTIONALITY, DURABILITY AND SIMPLICITY
The tool can be disassembled and assembled even in the field by a beginner 
after 15 minutes of training.
The  can be used in any conditions, be it a sandy desert, wet jungles, KRUG tool
snow-covered expanses of the Arctic, high in the mountains or in swampy 
swamps. The  will always be ready to work. It can be used even KRUG tool
underwater.

4. To use the , only the  is needed.KRUG KRUG
Most  don't need batteries or electricity to work.KRUG tools
The harsh climate dictates special requirements for the instrument. The 
batteries of emergency vehicles are quickly discharged during intensive work, 
especially in the cold. Users of such tools become dependent on access to 
electricity to recharge batteries.Direct sunlight can be dangerous for batteries.
Due to its autonomy, the  is devoid of such shortcomings!KRUG tool

5. There may not be a second chance for salvation!
The KRUG tool can be the main or additional emergency rescue tool. Equip 
yourself competently!
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CERTIFICATES



В соответствии с п. 2 ПП РФ от 01.04.2022 № 553 «О некоторых вопросах
подтверждения производства промышленной продукции на территории
Российской Федерации» до 1 апреля 2023 г. продлён срок действия заключений
о подтверждении производства промышленной продукции на территории
Российской Федерации, действительных на 06.04.2022 г.
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CERTIFICATES
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CERTIFICATES

More than 5000 sets of KRUG tools have been 
delivered during the entire production period.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
EMERGENCY RESCUE 
TOOL



The company Enerpred was awarded 
by A. Kurenkov, Minister of the 
Russian Federation for Civil Defense, 
Emergencies and Elimination of 
Consequences of Natural Disasters 
(EMERCOM of Russia).
FOR THE BEST HYDRAULIC 
EMERGENCY RESCUE TOOL

The company Enerpred became a 
part of the international exhibition 
"National Security and Resilence" 
in Abu Dhabi, demonstrating all the 
advantages of the special KRUG 
tool. At the end of the event, the 
company received an honorary 
diploma of the participant. 
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sales@enerpred.com
zakaz@enerpred.com

www.enerpred.com

+795 00  000911
+7 / 3952 / 25 57 72


